Airliner Noise in La Jolla: Review of the Problem
• Skyrocketing number of complaints from La Jolla to the
Airport Noise Advisory Committee (ANAC)
• In 2017, La Jolla complaints outnumbered those from
any other community in San Diego (including Pt Loma)
• Around this time, FAA changes in commercial airline
flight paths and processes (“NextGen”)
– Mandate lower altitudes for southbound arrivals to SAN,
affecting LJ shores, Soledad Mtn, et (“COMX”)
– Mandate a more northerly flight path for northbound departures
from SAN, hugging LJ coast line (“PADRZ”)

• Increasing complaints of “black soot” accumulating on
backyard patios, etc
• ANAC has no representative from La Jolla, and a motion
to add one was voted down

More than 300 Signed Petitions from La
Jolla Residents

ANAC/Noise Mitigation Office
Response
• Changed the way air noise complaints are
reported (by household rather than by absolute #
of complaints)
• Changed the process of how to complain
– Klunky interface on Google Chrome only
– No more email or phone complaints

• Made no action or recommendations whatsoever
– have not even recognized the problem in LJ

Airnoise.io 	
  	
  
• La Jolla resident and former USAF jet pilot,
created website to allow residents to identify and
automatically submit complaints to ANAC
• Over 12,000 complaints have been lodged since
April 2017

What have our elected representatives
done?

“flight and complaint data indicate that complaints they
receive from La Jolla and Bird Rock are primarily the
result of air traffic from Montgomery Field, Gillespie Field,
and other General Aviation aircraft that fly into and out of
airports other than SAN.”

Complaints filed to https://airnoise.io since
April 2017
• Commercial aircraft complaints: 9565
• General Aviation: 267
• Business Aviation: 138
• Helicopters: 34

Officials Knew This Would Happen: “Heat Map” of
Projected Noise Increases According to the FAA
Environmental Impact Report

Legal Action Nationwide Against NextGen
and How It Applies to La Jolla
•

FAA’s implementation of NextGen failed to account for its
environmental impact under NEPA (the National Environmental
Protection Act) and several other statutes that govern the quiet
enjoyment and negative affect on private homes, parks, historic
properties and public spaces

•

> 7 communities filed Petitions/suits against the FAA, including the
Newport Beach and Culver City

•

Deadline to file a Petition expired in late October 2016

•

La Jolla does not have standing to file its own Petition because the
statute of limitations has expired.

•

It is not clear why the City of San Diego failed to act upon the
proposed changes given the predicted effect over La Jolla

Status of NextGen Suits against FAA
• The filed cases have been consolidated before the
federal D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals
• The FAA recently lost a significant legal battle with
Phoenix in a published opinion by the same court that is
considering these other filed cases
• We have consulted with lawyers who specialize in FAArelated noise issues

Options
• Prepare and file amicus brief to D.C. Circuit on
current litigation
• Evaluate possibility of challenging FAA to
perform additional environmental review
• Apply political pressure on SAN to mitigate
impacts

